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A novel method to analyze the contact resistance effect on OTFTs�
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Abstract: This paper aims to obtain some “universal method and result” to quantitatively analyze the influence
of contact resistance (CR) on OTFTs, which has not been reported up to now. This is partly achieved by means of
the simulated method and the introduction of Rc/Rch0 (the value of CR/on state channel resistance). To do this, the
OTFT formula from the Brown model is extended, and the parameter (errors carrier mobility �, saturation voltage
VDsat, etc.) caused by Rc are analyzed in detail. Then, the Rc/Rch0 test method is emphatically demonstrated, and
some meaningful conclusions are drawn. Based on the conclusion, it is the first time that a “universal method”
of estimating the errors caused by Rc has been put forward. Experimental results further prove that the method is
correct.
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1. Introduction
Great achievements have been made in the past twenty

years in the organic thin film transistor (OTFT) fieldŒ1�, and
they are now widely used in AMOLEDs, intelligent cards,
IF logic circuitsŒ2�4�, etc. With the performance of OTFTs
being greatly enhancedŒ5; 6�, the contact resistance (CR) that
widely exists in OTFTs, began to play an increasingly unfa-
vorable role, resulting in high work voltage, low carrier mobil-
ity, etc.Œ7; 8�. Nevertheless, the CR effect is seldom discussed
in detail, which not only results from the complexity of the CR
generation mechanism, such as the mismatched work function
among materials and interface located state concentration vari-
ation with VG/VD

Œ9; 10�, but also results from the serious rele-
vance of the CR effect with many parameters, e.g., the channel
length (L), the channel width (Z), the carrier mobility �, and
the dielectric constant ofmaterials. These factorsmade the con-
clusion obtained in many papers to be less meaningful, namely,
one conclusion could be suited for this OTFT, but it may not for
another. Therefore, it is quite important to develop one “uni-
versal method” that can be used in all papers to analyze the CR
effect, which has not been achieved up to now.

To solve this problem, one key parameter, Rc/Rch0 (Rc/on
state channel resistance of OTFT) was adopted and analyzed in
detail. It was found to play important role in analyzing the CR
effect. By means of Rc/Rch0, not only was its relationship with
OTFT performance parameters (�, Ion/Ioff, VDsat, etc) demon-
strated, but also its test methods. It was significantly noted
that the results were suitable for all OTFTs. To fulfill this, the
formula of the Brown model for OTFTsŒ4�11� was extended,
which was critical in this study.

2. Theoretical analysis
In his paper, Brown got the formula of OTFT as fol-

lowsŒ11�.
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Finally, the linear formula was：
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When VG � VD < Vp, IDS is saturated. Brown obtained the
equation：
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When 0 < VG – VD < Vp, Brown did not show the related
formula, but rewrote Eq. (1) as：
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Here, it was further deduced by the depletion thickness lit-
eratureŒ12�：
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Obviously, V.x/ was related to variable W.V /; thus it was
changed as:
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Thus Equation (4) was changed as:
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By integrating the above formula, it finally obtained:
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3. Experiments

To testify the validity of the method, two top-contact
OTFTs were fabricated under the same condition in this work.
For simplicity, the heavily doped silicon wafer, which was
covered by one silicon dioxide layer of 300 nm, was directly
used as the substrate/gate electrodes and gate dielectric. In se-
quence, the wafer was ultrasonically cleaned in acetone solu-
tion, ethanol solution and deionized water for 10 min, respec-
tively. Then it was treated by UV for 10 min, and further it was
moved to one chamber to prepare a 100 nm thickness Pentacene
layer to act as the semiconductor layer by the thermal evapo-
ration method under a pressure of 5 � 10�3 Pa and an evapo-
rated rate of 0.3 Å/s. Subsequently, the devices were moved
to another chamber to deposit 50 nm gold (Au) film as the
source/drain electrode under 4 � 10�3 Pa through a shadow
mask. The channel width (Z) of 3.6 cm and the channel lengths
(L) of 20 �m were obtained. Furthermore, the material thick-
ness was measured by a step profiler, and the relevant electrical
characteristics of the OTFTs were measured by using a Keith-
ley 4200 source meter in air at room temperature, respectively.

In addition, two resistances of Rout1 D 0 �, Rout2 D

2 � 104 � were connected to these two OTFTs (OTFT1 and

Fig. 1. I–V characteristic curves of the OTFT with Rc D 0 �.

OTFT2) to act as the contact resistance, respectively. It was
helpful to analyze the influence of Rc on OTFT, which will be
demonstrated later.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Theoretical results

By the formula deduced in Section 2, a numerical study on
OTFTs was carried out, in which the parameters were adopted
as: channel width Z D 3.6 mm, channel length L D 20 �m,
thickness of active (ds//insulator layers (di/ D 100 nm/300 nm,
relative inductivity of semiconductor ("s//of insulator material
("i/was 2.2/3.5, impurity concentrationNA D 5.0� 1015 m�3,
carrier mobility � D 3.1 � 10�3 cm2/(V�s), and Rc was zero.

Figure 1 plotted the I–V curves of the OTFT under dif-
ferent gate voltages VG, in which the linear curve and saturated
I–V curve were perfectly connected, indicating the important
role of transition formula deduced in Section 2. Furthermore it
suggested that the deduction in Section 2 was correct.

4.2. Numerical results and analysis

As expected, Rc/Rch0 was found to be one key parameter
to exclude the influence of the many factors mentioned above,
which was demonstrated as follows:

Firstly, Figure 2 plotted the relationship of��/� (� in lin-
ear region) with Rc/Rch0. Significantly, it was noted that the
curve in Fig. 2 was independent of nearly all the parameters
that appeared in Brown formula in Section 2, i.e., it was not
only irrelevant with the working condition (VG and VD/ and the
structural parameters (Z, L, ds, di, etc.) of the OTFT, but also
irrelevant with the material parameters (relative inductivity "s,
"i/ and the film quality (the carrier mobility �/, etc.

In other words, by virtue of the parameter Rch0, and
the method to analyze the relationship between ��/� with
Rc/Rch0, the “universally applicable result” of CR influence on
� could be obtained in Fig. 2. Obviously, the result is helpful
to calculate the real � in the linear region for the OTFT once
the real Rc/Rch0 is obtained.

The correctness of Fig. 2 was further proved by experi-
ment, which will be demonstrated later in detail. In our experi-
ment, no matter how much “outside” resistance was connected
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Fig. 2. Relationship of ��/� with Rc/Rch0.

Fig. 3. Error rate of Ion/Ioff varied with Rc/Rch0.

to the source electrode (Ci point, i D 1, 2, 3), and whether the
“inner” resistance existing in OTFTwas taken into account, the
plots (Ai , Bi , Ci points, i D 1, 2, 3) all distributed along the
solid line in Fig. 2. The accordance of Ai , Bi , Ci with the solid
line further indicated that the result in Fig. 2 was universally
applicable.

Expected for� error, the error of Ion/Ioff ratio caused byRc
was qualitatively analyzed. Taking into account that the chan-
nel resistance in the “off” state was far bigger than that in the
“on” state, the change of Ion/Ioff mainly originated from Ion,
thus the relationship curve of Ion/Ioff with Rc/Rch0 was plotted
in Fig. 3 (in which VD D VG was applied in the on state).

Comparing with Fig. 2, it could be seen that the error of
the Ion/Ioff ratio was much smaller than that of � error under
the same Rc. Furthermore, the change of Ion/Ioff was found
to sensitively rely on NA once NA > 5 � 1014 cm�3 in this
circumstance. Otherwise, it nearly kept unchangeable.

Furthermore, the saturation voltage (VDsat/ error byRc was
analyzed too. The ratio of�VDsat/VDsat was found to be linearly
related with Rc/Rch0 (the solid line). Usually, the slope coef-
ficient (parameter K) in Fig. 4 was taken as a variable, while
here something meaningful was obtained.

To study the important parameter K, simulation method
was further used, and it was interesting to find that: though K

varied with many parameters, there was one max limit value

Fig. 4. Relationship of �VDsat/VDsat with Rc/Rch0.

of K (Kmax D 0.5), as presented in Fig. 4. Simulated re-
sults showed that no matter what parameter in the Brown for-
mula changed, K was decreased to some extent. As for the
change trend, the numerical result further indicated that:K was
slightly/mainly decreased with the increase of "i and the de-
crease of di/with the increase of NA, ds and the decrease of "s,
expected that, K was totally irrelevant with channel length L,
channel width Z, and carrier mobility �.

Based on the above results, the minimum value of K

(Kmin/ was studied too. Obviously, Kmin can be obtained when
the max ds, "i and the min "s, di are adopted. Here, the min
value of "s D 2, di D 50 nm and the max value of ds D 200
nm, "i D 10 in the common parameter range for contemporary
OTFTs was used. On this premise, Kmin varied with NA, as
plotted in Fig. 5(a).

In Fig. 5(a), Kmin evidently approached Kmax (1/2) under
NA < 2 � 1015 cm�3. This result indicated that: the error of
K (by adoption of K D 1/2) is nearly equal to zero, i.e., the
conclusion ofK D 1/2 was suitable for nearly all contemporary
OTFTs with NA < 2 � 1015 cm�3.

When NA > 2 � 1015 cm�3, Kmin was decreased to some
extent. Under this circumstance, Figure 5(b) showed that Kmin
depended not only on NA but also on ds. Moreover, with a
higher NA, more serious error was produced by K D 1/2, and
the “max” error of K can be further estimated in Fig. 5(b). For
example, if NA D 4 � 1015 cm�3, the conclusion that the max
error of K (by K D 1/2) was less than 5% can be drawn in Fig.
5(b).

Taking into account of the fact that “organic” material was
very difficult to dope, NA D 4 � 1015 cm�3 was a quite big
value for an OTFT, namely, K D 1/2 can be considered as a
“universal result” for nearly all contemporary OTFTs, in which
NA was usually less than 4 � 1015 cm�3.

The conclusion above was of great significance, according
to which one method to estimate the “real” Rc and Rch0 was
first put forward.

For OTFT, the OTFT resistance commonly consisted of
the channel resistance Rch0 and the contact resistance Rc. If
the OTFTwas taken as the “ohmic contact”, the parameterR0

ch0
and the voltage V 0

Dsat can be measured easily (noted that: here
R0
ch0 was not the real Rch0, but the sum of the “real” Rch0 and

the real Rc; V 0
Dsat included the real VDsat and the voltage on the
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Fig. 5. (a) Kmin varied with NA. (b) Kmin varied with ds when NA > 2 � 1015 cm�3.

real Rc/. Then one adjustable resistance Rout was connected to
OTFT source electrode to act as the contact resistance R0

c, thus
the �V 0

Dsat and the plot of �V 0
Dsat/V 0

Dsat variation with R0
c/R0

ch0
can be measured easily. Evidently, if the OTFT was an “ohmic
contact”, the plot should be in accordance with the solid line in
Fig. 4, otherwise, the slope would increase.

4.3. Experimental results and analysis

To test and verify the above conclusion, two OTFTs based
on pentacene were made in Section 3. In addition, two resis-
tancesRout1 D 0�,Rout2 D 2� 104 �were connected to these
two OTFTs (OTFT1 and OTFT2) to act as theR0

c, respectively.
The experimental results (��/� and �V 0

Dsat/V 0
Dsat that varied

with R0
c/R0

ch0) were plotted in Fig. 2, in which points A and B
were ascribed to OTFT1 and OTFT2, respectively.

In Fig. 4, the slopes of curves A and B (dashed line) were
both greater than 1/2, indicating the real Rc ¤ 0 existing in
these two OTFTs. By using the method mentioned above, the
realRc ofRc1 � 8.5� 104 � for OTFT1 andRc2 � 1.15� 105

� for OTFT2 were then obtained. According to Rc1 and Rc2,
the nearly equivalent Rch0 for OTFT1 and OTFT2 can be ob-
tained. Moreover, by Rc1 and Rc2, the positions of A1 and A2,
B1 and B2 were corrected at C1, C2, C3, C4, respectively. Ev-
idently, the corrected results (nearly equal Rch0 and points C1,
C2, C3, C4 located along the solid line in Fig. 4) were more
in line with the fact that OTFT1 and OTFT2 were made un-
der the same conditions. This further indicated that the method
mentioned above was reasonable.

ByRc1 andRc2, the results in Fig. 2 were further corrected.
As shown in Fig. 2, �1 D 2.47 cm2/(V�s) for OTFT1 and �2

D 2.31 cm2/(V�s) for OTFT2 were calculated under Rout D 0.
Here, the influence of Rc was further taken into account. By
substituting the assumed Rc (Rc D 0) with the real Rc (Rc1 �

8 � 104 � and Rc2 � 1.2 � 105 � were obtained above), the
real �1 D 2.78 cm2/(V�s) and �2 D 2.72 cm2/(V�s) were ob-
tained for OTFT1 and OTFT2, respectively. Evidently, the cor-
rected results �� (�� D 0.06 cm2/(V�s)) were much smaller
than the original result (�� D 0.16 cm2/(V�s)), it was closer
because OTFT1 and OTFT2 were fabricated under nearly the
same experimental conditions. Together with the results from
Fig. 4 (nearly equal Rch0 and the points C1, C2, C3, C4 dis-

tributed along the solid line), all these results suggested that
the corrected method was scientific.

Furthermore, it was noticed that either the original point
(Ci , i D 1, 2, 3) or the corrected points (Ai , Bi , i D 1, 2,
3) in Fig. 2 were all distributed along the solid line, it further
indicated that the conclusion in Fig. 2 was a universal result, it
was independent of all parameters in the Brown formula, thus
it was “universally applicable”.

5. Conclusion

Some “universal results” for OTFTs and one “universal
test method” for current OTFTs (NA < 2� 1015 cm�3/ to quan-
titatively analyze the CR influence on OTFTs were simultane-
ously obtained in this paper. Firstly, the universal results of
the CR influence on OTFTs were plotted in Figs. 2–4. Further-
more, the curve of K that varied with NA, ds was analyzed in
detail and the conclusion that K D 1/2 was suitable for nearly
all contemporary OTFTs was drawn. By the conclusion, one
“universally applicable method” to analyze the influence on
OTFTs was presented for the first time. Both the analyzed re-
sults and the correction method were further proved to be cor-
rect by the experiment results, indicating that theywere of great
significance to many papers, in which the CR effect was per-
haps noticed but not corrected due to the absence of a relating
“universal” result and correction method for OTFTs.
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